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Components of a Superior Program

-A definite philosophy and vision
-Individual Development
-Ensemble Development
-Goals and Accountability
-Extra-Musical Experiences



What separates a Superior program from a less 
successful one?

-The level of musical skill displayed/absorbed 
by the students.



A Definite Philosophy and Vision
What is your vision for your program?  
What are your goals?  
What skills do you want your students to possess?  
What experiences do you want them to have?
What is your plan for getting them there?

Recommended reading:  
One Band That Took a Chance by Brian Norcross

Chronicles the development of the Ithica HS Band program under 
Frank Battitsti and all of the amazing things they accomplished.



What separates Small programs from Larger ones?

-Number of Students available
-Personnel/Staff
-Budget
-Equipment/Facilities



Small vs. Big
The challenges that face small programs are real, but they 
do not change the basic fact that musicianship and 
excellence are the factors by which a program may be 
judged to be superior or not.  The problem, then, is how to 
achieve higher results with fewer advantages and 
resources.



Be Realistic

Every small band situation is different.  Some of 
the ideas presented may be plausible for you 
and your program and others may not.  You 
must be realistic about the time and resources 
available and, based on that estimation, make 
your plans and improvements accordingly.



5 Things you can do to immediately improve your small 
band program

-Develop and implement a defined method of practice techniques and 
instructions

-Incorporate elements of music literacy daily

-Develop a purpose driven approach to rehearsal

-Develop a strong and well organized student/parent leadership program

-Use technology to supplement gaps in your program



Developing Defined Practice Skills
-Practice Skills

Suggested Reading:
How to Make First Chair by C.L. Roberts

If your students can practice SUCCESSFULLY on their own, your band will improve.  However, this is 
a skill that must be taught.  Invest time in your rehearsals in developing practice skills
-Create a method for practicing, and a practice sheet that lists practical steps.
-Demonstrate and incorporate these practices into your rehearsals
-Incorporate this philosophy program wide, from beginners to seniors.  Consistency is KEY.



Individual Development

-Tone
-Technique
-Practice Skills/Strategies*
-Private Lessons/Ensemble Lessons
-A Word about individual development and 
retention



Goals/Accountability

Scales
Rhythm Sheets
Solos/Honors Repertoire
Classroom Etudes



Improving Individual Skill in Class
-Make the Chromatic Scale a priority.  Make sure the students can name every 
note as sharps and flats.  This basic knowledge of their instrument will improve 
their skills.  Chromatic scales do not have to be played in unison.  

Rehearsal Technique:  Name and Play
Students name a note while performing the correct finger/slide position for 

the note and then play it.  This technique works well for technical passages, 
challenging scales, or any music the students are struggling with.  For the 
Chromatic scale, students should name the notes as sharps going up and flats 
going down.  This will also prove to be a valuable practice skill for students at 
home.



Improving Individual Skill in Class
-Incorporate scales and etudes into your daily routine.  Change these out 
weekly to keep students developing, BUT don’t abandon an exercise before the 
students absorb the skills you are wanting them to possess.
If you do not have time to create these yourself (Finale, Sibelius), there are 
several books that continue developing individual skills past beginning band.  
Most method books have several upper level editions.  These make excellent 
additions to a band program looking to increase their skill levels.



The Performance of Music is a  PHYSICAL act

While most musicians would argue that music is a mental 
act (and they are partially correct), the PERFORMANCE of 
music is enacted by the body.  Understanding this 
separation of the parts of musical artistry (the mental 
aspect of artistry and the physical act of performance) will 
help inform your philosophy of education, since we are 
essentially teaching on two fronts.



The Architecture of Musical Performance

The MENTAL aspect of musical performance 
controls the artistry, expression, information, 
and deduction.

The PHYSICAL aspect of music provides a 
vehicle of skills/vocabulary used to perform the 
artistic intentions of the performer.



Repetition as an essential tool
Once the directors and students understand the importance 
of repetition, it no longer seems tedious or a waste of time.  
It becomes an essential tool to their achievement, 
development, and success.

“There is NO shortcut for repetition”
“Repetition gives you the three C’s:  Consistency, 
Confidence, and Calluses.”



Basic Music Theory:
At the most basic level, students should be able to:

-Know the basic music alphabet, and how it is placed by clefs.

-Understand how the rhythm tree and rhythm modifiers work (dots, tuplets, etc…).

-Understand how meter works and how it puts emphasis on certain notes.

-Understand and memorize the order of flats and sharps.

-Understand how sharps and flats affect notes and be able to concretely “see” this (keyboards).

-Understand how all articulation and dynamic markings should be interpreted.

-Understand basic formal markings such as 1st/2nd endings, D.S and D.C. markings, etc.



Basic Practice Skills:
At the most basic level, students should be able to:

-Know and be able to demonstrate the entire chromatic range of their instrument in both sharps and flats

-Understand how rhythm is related to metronomic time and how to use a metronome for successful 
practice.

-Understand how to create a good tone and how to apply that at all times at all ranges.

-Understand the importance of correct repetition, and develop the maturity and patience to apply it.

-Set goals and organize a practice session.

-Catalogue any questions they have for their music teachers and instructors.







Name Play Exercise

The student will name the note, demonstrate the note 

position, and then play it.  This is especially good when 

combined daily with the Chromatic Scale, naming Sharps 

as the students ascend and Flats as they descend.





Group Lessons
For programs with limited personnel, it is often not practical to give private 
lessons to individual students.  Group lessons, where all students of a particular 
instrument type meet, may prove a better solution.  Here, students can work on 
instrument techniques and scales/etudes that will improve their facility on the 
instrument.  
Sample Schedule:
Monday:  Full Ensemble rehearsal (1 hour - 1.5 hour)
Tuesday:  Flutes/Oboe (30 min), Clarinets (30 min)
Wednesday:  Saxophones/Bassoons (30 min), Trumpets (30 min)
Thursday:  Horns (30 min), Trombone/Baritone/Tuba (30 min)
Friday:  Percussion (1 hour split between snare tech and mallet tech)



From individual to ensemble
In any ensemble based performance, the individual’s 
awareness starts small (their part) and gradually broadens 
to the entire ensemble.  This is a process, not an 
immediate result.  Our teaching should reflect this by 
beginning with individual goals (dots, parts, choreography) 
and gradually becoming more ensemble aware.



Ensemble Development
Tone (I cannot stress this enough)
Tuning/Blend/Balance
Articulation
Dynamic Range
Rhythmic Vocabulary and Integrity
Stylistic Development

My favorite Ensemble Books:  
Foundations for Superior Performance by Williams and King
Essential Musicianship for Band (Ensemble Concepts) by Green, Benzer, and Bertman
The Simple Rhythmetician by Newell



Ensemble Development
Tone/Tuning/Blend/Balance

Rehearsal Technique:  Pitch-Around-The-Room (may also be down as Pitch-Down-The-Section)
All students play a tuning pitch, then only flute, then clarinet, etc, until you have gone all the way 

down to Tubas/low reeds, then everyone plays again.  The goal is to compare tone, blend, balance, 
and strength of sound.  This may be done very quickly and makes inconsistencies very obvious.  This 
is also effective within a single instrumental section.

Rehearsal Technique:  Bend-The-Pitch
Students play a tuning pitch and then bend away from it (down or up) and then bend back to it.  

A student or electronic element may sustain a pitch to assist with this.
Resource:  The Tuning CD (Schwartz) 
Rehearsal Technique:  Elevators
Students start singing purposely below a played pitch and then gradually glissando up to it.  This 

technique is effective for students who have difficulty starting on a pitch.



Using Effective Rehearsal Techniques

● Have clear, achievable goals for every rehearsal, and a plan for getting 
there.

● Have a clear, practiced routine for starting rehearsal (Warm-ups, 
equipment movers, etc)

● Invest students in starting rehearsals (drum major should begin even if 
director isn’t there, section leaders contacting absent students, etc)

● Instructions should be clear, direct, and practical.
● Critique should be offered in a professional, non-personal way.  

Remember, you are critiquing what they are DOING, not their 
CHARACTER.

● Do NOT let individual performance errors consume your rehearsal; 
address severe individual problems on an individual level, outside of the 
main rehearsal (breaks, before rehearsal, after rehearsal, etc…).



“Hourglass” Technique
Start with a larger idea and gradually focus in on smaller parts, down to 1 or 2 
beats; once it is fixed, start adding back in until we are back to the larger idea.
This is how students learn.  We begin with a larger concept and address 
individual errors until mastery is achieved and then bring that mastery into the 
larger vocabulary of their skills.

Big Picture

Smaller Ideas

Big Picture



Developing Student Leadership
Section Leaders can be utilized to help with group lessons as well to create a greater split 
and less time for you.  However, too many educators just put a student “in charge” with 
little to no training.

-Train your section leaders; invest time in teaching them strategies for teaching; 
have clearly defined responsibilities and procedures for rehearsals, dealing with 
breakdown in discipline, and for time management.

-If you have taught your students a technique for practicing, the section leaders 
should be consistent in implementing this technique into their sectionals.

-Each sectional/group session should have a clear, achievable goal that you can 
measure.

Again:  How to Make 1st Chair



Grading/Accountability

-Pass off sheets
-Electronic Recorders (audio or video) (have 
multiple to expedite the process)
-Smart Music



Technology in the Classroom
-Examples of professional musicians
-Tools for developing student composers (Musescore, Noteflight)
-Uploading videos of certain challenging sections of repertoire being taught (will 
save time in class)
-Zoom Collaborations
-Zoom Lessons
-Chats with music professionals



Extra-Musical Experiences
-Commissioning a work and having the composer work 
with the students
-Inviting guest artists to perform with the band
-Inviting guest conductors to work with your band
-Attending professional performances (bands, 
symphonies, musicals…)
-Skype with Music Professionals
-YouTube videos about musical subjects



Rewriting for Small Band
Rewriting parts for your ensemble is a reality for all directors of small ensembles.  Whether it 

be a rewrite for a soloist, to cover missing instruments, or to beef up weaker sections, this is 
something that all directors of small ensembles will face.  The following are some suggestions for 
doing this:

-When entering the part, enter it exactly as written.  Make sure your notation program is turned 
to its transposed setting.  Afterwards, change to the new instrument and check for range.

-Sometimes you will only need a small portion covered.  Don’t feel you have to waste time 
writing parts you won’t use.

-Maintain Octave identity whenever possible.  The way certain frequencies act together are very 
different, and changing octaves has a MASSIVE impact on overall sound and color.

-If you are missing a tuba, string bass, or bass voice, use an electronic pad bass.  If this is not 
permissible (in some states it is not), have the lower reeds play the lowest octave possible whenever 
possible.  Sometimes it is good to do this as well if you only have one performer or a weak section.

-See substitutions list in hand-out



Small Marching Band
-Consult with/study small ensembles that are successful
-Make good design decisions/choices
-Work with designers who have had success with smaller programs
-PLAY TO YOUR STRENGTHS
-Electronic instruments:  I’m all about the Bass.
-Percussion:  Marching or Not Marching? (The Power of the Pit)
-That colorguard better be CLEAN
-Soloist Microphones
-Non-Soloist Microphones

The number one element I see again and again are inappropriate or ill-thought out designs.  The 
process of designing your show or having it designed will have a gigantic impact on your ability to be 
successful.



The Importance of Purposeful Design
The design of your marching show is one of the single most important elements to having a successful 
season.  It affects many aspects of the choices and procedures you will make during show 
rehearsal/preparation.
-Possible Points/Credit - With Vocabulary based adjudication, the “What” is considered in addition to 
the “How.”  How large of a vocabulary are you displaying?  How many skills will your show allow you 
to demonstrate?  Is is showing off your strengths and minimizing your weaknesses?
-Musical Development - Is the music of an appropriate level that your students will be challenged 
BUT successful?  Are you being realistic about your ensemble?  Will your band be better at the end of 
the season?
-Visual Development - Does the show allow for moments of visual expression?  Does the show allow 
for appropriate and creative transitions?
-Entertainment/Public Relations - Is the show entertaining in some aspect (Adrenaline, Emotion, 
Surprise, Innovation, Familiar vs. Unexpected).  Is the show understandable?


